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Where Montréal Began
SECONDARY  TEACHER INFORMATION

You will soon be visiting Pointe-à-Callière, 
Montréal Archaeology and History Complex with 
your students. The tour of Where Montréal Began 
takes place in an exceptional archaeological and 
historical setting where students will learn how 
to read, understand, and interpret the ruins 
and artifacts. 

They will also have the remarkable experience 
of walking on a glass floor over the ruins of Fort 
Ville-Marie, where Montréal was founded in 1642. 
The ruins also encompass the estate of governor 
Louis-Hector de Callière, which was built on 
the site of the fort after it was abandoned.

 

ACTIVITY 1  An exceptional site museum

Pointe-à-Callière is a site museum, i.e., it preserves and enhances ruins in the same 
place where they were discovered. It also exhibits actual artifacts and ecofacts 
excavated from these same ruins.

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

FORT VILLE-MARIE, WHERE IT ALL STARTED

OBJECTIVES

¬ Learn what a site museum is and understand 
the differences between ruins, artifacts, and 
ecofacts.

¬ Learn about the excavations at the site.

¬ Understand why these ruins are important 
and how they are useful.

¬ Make a connection between the artifacts and 
the day-to-day activities of the Montréalistes.

COMPETENCIES DEVELOPED

¬ Take an interest in facts, actors, actions, 
causes, and consequences of social 
phenomena. 

¬ Master the concepts of continuity and change 
in reference to the present.

¬ State criteria that indicate the heritage value 
of a site. 

¬ Place scientific and technological knowledge 
in its context.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Worksheet An exceptional site museum
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45 MINUTES

INSTRUCTIONS

 Hand out the worksheet An exceptional site 
museum. Have the students read the first page 
and then lead a discussion about the 
archaeological digs at Fort Ville-Marie.

2 Have the students (in groups of two) read 
the paragraph at the beginning of page 7 
and the question about the importance 
of the ruins and artifacts, discuss it among 
themselves, and write their opinion 
on the worksheet. 

Go over each team’s answers with the rest 
of the class. Make sure everyone understands 
that the ruins and artifacts help us understand 
the past and how people lived in an age when 
there were no photographs, videos, or news 
reports on TV, radio, or the internet to 
document things. The importance of knowing 
the past to better understand the present and 
prepare for the future might also be discussed 
(see inset on worksheet).

3 Still on page 8, have the teams imagine the 
Ville-Marie colonists’ day-to-day activities in 
the 17th century. Then on page 9, they must 
find the function or daily activity that they 
think the illustration on the left represents. 
These images are photographs of artifacts that 
the students will see during their visit 
to Pointe-à-Callière.

The answers appear on pages 21 and 22. They 
may also be used to nourish a discussion when 
students volunteer their answers.

BEFORE YOUR VISIT
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ACTIVITY 2  People who made history

Fort Ville-Marie is a symbol of the courage, determination, and problem-solving 
abilities of the women and men who dedicated their lives and worked relentlessly 
to establish – and survive in – a colony in New France.

OBJECTIVES

¬ Know why Montréal was founded.

¬ Understand the obstacles faced by the 
Montréalistes and the measures they took 
to establish and maintain the colony.

¬ Learn about the trades practiced by 
the Montréalistes.

¬ Reflect on the notions of pride, 
commemoration, and resilience.

COMPETENCIES DEVELOPED

¬ Examine social phenomena from a historical 
perspective. 

¬ Master the concepts of continuity and change 
in reference to the present.

¬ Construct a consciousness of citizenship 
through the study of history.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Worksheet People who made history

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

45 MINUTES

INSTRUCTIONS

 Hand out the worksheet People who made 
history. First, ask the students to choose 
the reason why Montréal was founded.

Then learn about who the Montréalistes were 
– the 49 pioneers of Montréal – and the trades 
they practiced. Using the two questions at 
the bottom of page 11 of the worksheet, discuss 
the importance of commemorating figures 
from the past.

2 Two exercises on page 12 will teach the 
students about the completely new and 
difficult living conditions that Montréal’s 
founders faced 

First, have the students familiarize themselves 
with the obstacles the Montréalistes had 
to overcome to be successful in their mission. 
They must unscramble the letters of the words 
in the right-hand column and use them 
to complete the statements on the left.

Then, have them identify the means the 
Montréalistes used to face the human 

and environmental challenges they faced by 
checking all the statements they think are 
correct. The answers to both exercises appear 
on page 13.

Finally, remind the students about the bravery, 
determination, and resourcefulness that the 
colonists of New France needed to survive, 
become established, and thrive. Start a 
discussion by asking them if their resilience 
is still inspiring today.

 

Resilience: the ability to “rebound” and 
recover from life’s hardships.
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ACTIVITY 1  An exceptional site museum

What is a “site museum”? Here is a definition from the International Council of Museums:

A site museum is conceived and set up in order to protect natural or cultural 
property […] on its original site, that is, preserved at the place where such 
property has been created or discovered.

The Pointe-à-Callière Museum, which you will soon 
be visiting, is precisely that. More specifically, 
it is located on the very site where Montréal 
was founded.

So clearly, this visit will take place in an 
exceptional archaeological and historical 
setting. You will get a chance to walk “on” the 
ruins of Montréal’s birthplace, Fort Ville-Marie, 
which date from over 375 years ago. 

You will see real artifacts and ecofacts unearthed 
in these very same ruins. 

Did you know that for over 25 years, we were 
unsure of Fort Ville-Marie’s exact location? It was 
a real mystery; no one knew where it was. There 
were no reliable drawings of the fort in the surviving 
17th-century documents, and only a very few 
descriptions. We didn’t even know its shape or size. 

Ruins might be things like walls, foundations, 
remnants of stakes, wells, fireplaces, 
channels, graves, or debris.

Artifacts are object made by human beings, 
such as sundials, terracotta bowls, arrow 
points, glass bottles, coins, iron nails, or 
tools. 

Ecofacts come from nature – things like food 
remains, bone, charred wood, seeds, or fossils. 

Where Montréal Began
SECONDARY  STUDENT WORKSHEETSBEFORE YOUR VISIT
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To solve these mysteries, the Pointe-à-Callière 
Archaeological Field School and archaeology 
students from Université de Montréal spent 
15 years thoroughly excavating the land where 
the museum pavilion you will visit is located. 

They also excavated underneath the sidewalk 
of Place d’Youville in the summer of 2015. 
And that is where, two metres below the surface, 
they made an amazing discovery: a section 
of the Fort Ville-Marie bastion. Based on this 
discovery, they were able to “recreate” the fort 
on paper and make a model of it. So it turns out 
that for all those years, they were actually 
excavating inside the fort.

Why are these ruins important?
A site museum like Pointe-à-Callière has a duty 
to protect the ruins of an archaeological site 
and ensure its integrity. It must also preserve 
the artifacts and ecofacts found on the site.

...
Why do you think they must be preserved? Why are they important. Who benefits?

 

 
 

The museum also has a mission to document these ruins and objects, generate 
knowledge, and make them “reveal their secrets” to scientists, historians, students, 
and to audiences of all ages both today and in the future. 

As the International Council of Museums explains:

These are silent witnesses, but all bear messages from the world of the past, 
messages that must be deciphered so that the world of today can understand 
the legacy it must care for and pass down to the future world.
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SECONDARY  STUDENT WORKSHEETS

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

In other words, these relics, remembrances, and clues are valuable because 
they tell us about the lives of the people who lived on the site at different times 
before us. Since we do not have books, photographs, or films to document this 
history, they are vital. Archaeology contributes to our knowledge of history, places, 
and people.

The museum is still studying the 350,000 artifacts found on the site since 2002. 
Once interpreted, they will help us better understand how the first French colonists 
inhabiting Fort Ville-Marie in the 17th century lived.

What do the ruins tell us about life at Fort Ville-Marie?
The 49 pioneers of Montréal had to work hard and improvise in order to adapt 
and survive in their new and not always hospitable home. The artifacts presented 
in the exhibition on Fort Ville-Marie illustrate the various aspects of the lives 
of the Montréalistes (as they were called).

...
Describe what you think Montréalistes did in their day-to-day lives in the 17th century.

 

 

Knowledge of 
the past helps 
us understand 

the present and be 
better prepared 
for the future.
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What do the ruins tell us about life at Fort Ville-Marie?
Here are some artifacts from the exhibition you will be visiting. Determine what 
function or activity each might represent (see example with the last image). 
Work in pairs.

 

 

 

Did you know 
that the Huron and 

Algonquin were allies 
of the French?

The formidable Iroquois, 
who had been at war with 

the other Indigenous 
nations, sided with 

the English.
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SOURCES 

“Musées de site archéologique”, International Council of Museums (ICOM, 1982 (PDF document).

“Aménagement des sites”, Archéologie et société, Universalis.  
https://www.universalis.fr/encyclopedie/archeologie-archeologie-et-societe-amenagement-des-sites

Tour scenario for “Where Montréal Began”, guided tour of the permanent exhibition of Fort Ville-Marie and the Callière estate, 
December 2016.

Binh An Vu Van, “Retour au berceau de Montréal”, Radio-Canada, Découverte, April 28, 2017. 
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1030141/fort-ville-marie-berceau-montreal-archeologie-pointe-calliere-debut-fondation-colonie-maisonneuve-mance-youville-premier

La Presse Canadienne, “Des chercheurs déterminent la forme et l'emplacement du fort de Ville-Marie”, Radio-Canada, Société,  
November 24, 2016. 
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1002127/chercheurs-determinent-emplacement-fort-ville-marie

 

PLAY
Of course, they also had to take their minds off things, relax, and play. 
While banned by the authorities, gambling offered an escape from 
the constant state of tension. For soldiers, gambling was a way to pass 
the time, distract themselves, and possibly win some money to settle 
down and purchase farming equipment.
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Who were the first inhabitants of Ville-Marie, called Montréalistes?

• The co-founders and mission leaders, Paul de 
Chomedey de Maisonneuve (the first governor 
of the Island of Montréal) and Jeanne Mance 
(a nurse and an économe, i.e., an administrator).

• Catherine Lezeau, Jeanne Mance’s lady-in-waiting.

• The Godé family, including Nicolas Godé 
(master joiner), Françoise Gadoys and their 
four children (the youngest of whom, 
Mathurine, was only five).

• Trades people: a baker, a surgeon, and a sailor.

• Land clearers (7).

• Specialized workers and craftspeople (4): 
joiner, carpenter, masons, and stone cutters.

• And 26 unknown Montréalistes who contributed 
their know-how and energy to the project.

ACTIVITY 2  People who made history

Fort Ville-Marie is a symbol of the courage, determination, and problem-solving 
abilities of the women and men who worked relentlessly to fulfill an ideal, establish 
Montréal, and merely survive.

...
Why was Montréal founded?
Check what you think is the correct reason:

 They wanted to set up a fur-trading post in Montréal.

 They wanted to found, populate, and develop  
a French colony.

 They wanted to establish a mission to spread 
the Catholic faith among the Indigenous people, 
convert them, house them, and care for them. 

Others would join them in the months and years 
to come, helping Montréal to take hold. 

In the exhibition, a stele was installed to honour 
these 49 Montréalistes who dared to cross 
the Atlantic from France to found a new society, 
the Ville-Marie mission. Lamps, representing 
these souls, are permanently lit in their honour – 
as if to say “be proud of the courage of the men 
and women who founded our city and left it 
as their legacy.” 

...
Do you agree? Should we be proud of these people, even if they are not  
our direct ancestors? Why?
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...
Do you agree with the museum that it is important to remember them? Why? 

 

The Montréalistes certainly deserve our respect and admiration, because they were 
able to find solutions to the many challenges they faced. Today, it is difficult for us 
to imagine how hard life was for these people, day after day.

...
What obstacles did the Montréalistes have to overcome to be successful 
in their mission?
Have fun unscrambling the letters in the right-hand column to complete 
the statements.

¬ Working the E A R T H  (clearing, ploughing,  
planting, etc.) was difficult.

¬ They also had to chop down trees and split logs to get wood for

 E     G  and construction.

¬ The population was not very     E R    S   
and mostly made up of men.

¬ There was a lack of specialized W   R     S  
and services.

¬ The   O    O     might attack by surprise  
at any time.

¬ In summer, thousands of M     U I        
plagued the inhabitants.

¬ Every    T    , there was a risk of famine.

¬ Winters were more harsh,      and 

      than in France.

¬ There could be up to three metres of      on the 
ground, which could make getting around very hard.

¬ There was also the threat of D    A     .

A E H R T

A E G H I N T

E M N O R S U U

E I M O O Q S S U T

I I O O Q R S U

E K O R R S W

A D E E I S S

E I N R T W

N O S W

C D O L

G L N O
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...
How did the Montréalistes overcome the human and environmental  
challenges and survive?
Check all the answers you think are correct.

 Wage war against all Indigenous nations.

 Study the area to find the best site for 
the colony.

 Learn about the local resources: furs, wood, 
fish, fertile land, etc.

 Build living spaces and services. 

 Learn how to hunt, fish, farm the land, 
and raise animals.

 Make their own tools and other items 
for everyday use.

 Use tractors and cranes.

 Exploit resources to generate income.

 Trade to acquire other goods.

 Return to France.

 Adopt Indigenous modes of transportation: 
snowshoes, canoes, sleds for transporting 
items over the snow.

 Adopt certain Indigenous clothing for winter, 
such as mittens and moccasins.

 Make friends with British soldiers.

 Start families and take in new recruits.

 Make a pact with the Chinese.

 Motivation, strength,  
and solidarity.

Did you know 
that in the time 
of New France, 

“Canadien” referred 
to French colonists?
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What do the ruins tell us about life at Fort Ville-Marie?
Here are some artifacts from the exhibition you will be visiting. Determine what 
function or activity each might represent (see example with the last image). 
Work in pairs.

 

 

 

Did you know 
that the Huron and 

Algonquin were allies 
of the French?

The formidable Iroquois, 
who had been at war with 

the other Indigenous 
nations, sided with 

the English.

BUILD
The Montrealistes constructed buildings for shelter 
and work: homes, chapel, stable, governor’s residence, hospital, etc. 
They also built a wooden palisade to protect themselves. 
The ruins and artifacts tell us about their building techniques and tools. 

Note:  Some students’ answers, while different from the explanations given  
in the exhibition, may still be relevant (e.g., holding an axe could also go with “Build”).

DEFEND
By the spring of 1643, the Iroquois realized that the French had settled 
permanently. They attacked and ambushed the Montréalistes to scare 
them off. The Montréalistes had no choice but to defend themselves. 
The also had to build a cemetery for their dead. 

LIVE TOGETHER
When a community settled in a new territory, it was very advantageous 
to adapt by learning from the Indigenous peoples. The Montréalistes 
became familiar with the peaceful Indigenous peoples and adopted their 
modes of transportation, some kinds of clothing, hunting techniques, etc.

EAT
The men hunted, fished, and farmed. However, hunting and gathering 
in the forest was risky, so they used rivers near the point to catch fish, 
beaver, and other aquatic animals. 
Women helped in the harvest, took care of livestock, vegetable gardens, 
and barns, in addition to keeping house and cooking. 
They also dug a well to have fresh water within the fort’s protection. 
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SOURCES 

“Musées de site archéologique”, International Council of Museums (ICOM, 1982 (PDF document).

“Aménagement des sites”, Archéologie et société, Universalis.  
https://www.universalis.fr/encyclopedie/archeologie-archeologie-et-societe-amenagement-des-sites

Tour scenario for “Where Montréal Began”, guided tour of the permanent exhibition of Fort Ville-Marie and the Callière estate, 
December 2016.

Binh An Vu Van, “Retour au berceau de Montréal”, Radio-Canada, Découverte, April 28, 2017. 
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1030141/fort-ville-marie-berceau-montreal-archeologie-pointe-calliere-debut-fondation-colonie-maisonneuve-mance-youville-premier

La Presse Canadienne, “Des chercheurs déterminent la forme et l'emplacement du fort de Ville-Marie”, Radio-Canada, Société,  
November 24, 2016. 
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/nouvelle/1002127/chercheurs-determinent-emplacement-fort-ville-marie

 

PLAY
Of course, they also had to take their minds off things, relax, and play. 
While banned by the authorities, gambling offered an escape from 
the constant state of tension. For soldiers, gambling was a way to pass 
the time, distract themselves, and possibly win some money to settle 
down and purchase farming equipment.

PRODUCE
When building a new country, one must be self-sufficient and be able 
to make and repair the tools one needs to work and live. Uncertain 
delivery of goods from abroad made this necessary. People had 
to restore, recycle, and repair the things they used, and they relied 
heavily on the blacksmith-armourer and the forge inside the fort. 

TRADE
The fur trade had started with the very beginnings of New France. 
Indigenous peoples exchanged their pelts for clothing, blankets, weapons, 
pots, and glass beads. Montréal would become a major trading centre. 
From 1660 to 1680, it hosted an annual trade fair.
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SECONDARY  STUDENT WORKSHEETS

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

Who were the first inhabitants of Ville-Marie, called Montréalistes?

• The co-founders and mission leaders, Paul de 
Chomedey de Maisonneuve (the first governor 
of the Island of Montréal) and Jeanne Mance 
(a nurse and an économe, i.e., an administrator).

• Catherine Lezeau, Jeanne Mance’s lady-in-waiting.

• The Godé family, including Nicolas Godé 
(master joiner), Françoise Gadoys and their 
four children (the youngest of whom, 
Mathurine, was only five).

• Trades people: a baker, a surgeon, and a sailor.

• Land clearers (7).

• Specialized workers and craftspeople (4): 
joiner, carpenter, masons, and stone cutters.

• And 26 unknown Montréalistes who contributed 
their know-how and energy to the project.

ACTIVITY 2  People who made history

Fort Ville-Marie is a symbol of the courage, determination, and problem-solving 
abilities of the women and men who worked relentlessly to fulfill an ideal, establish 
Montréal, and merely survive.

...
Why was Montréal founded?
Check what you think is the correct reason:

 They wanted to set up a fur-trading post in Montréal.

 They wanted to found, populate, and develop  
a French colony.

 They wanted to establish a mission to spread 
the Catholic faith among the Indigenous people, 
convert them, house them, and care for them. 

Others would join them in the months and years 
to come, helping Montréal to take hold. 

In the exhibition, a stele was installed to honour 
these 49 Montréalistes who dared to cross 
the Atlantic from France to found a new society, 
the Ville-Marie mission. Lamps, representing 
these souls, are permanently lit in their honour – 
as if to say “be proud of the courage of the men 
and women who founded our city and left it 
as their legacy.” 

...
Do you agree? Should we be proud of these people, even if they are not  
our direct ancestors? Why?

Answers will vary.
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...
Do you agree with the museum that it is important to remember them? Why? 

 

The Montréalistes certainly deserve our respect and admiration, because they were 
able to find solutions to the many challenges they faced. Today, it is difficult for us 
to imagine how hard life was for these people, day after day.

...
What obstacles did the Montréalistes have to overcome to be successful 
in their mission?
Have fun unscrambling the letters in the right-hand column to complete 
the statements.

¬ Working the E A R T H  (clearing, ploughing,  
planting, etc.) was difficult.

¬ They also had to chop down trees and split logs to get wood for

 E     G  and construction.

¬ The population was not very     E R    S   
and mostly made up of men.

¬ There was a lack of specialized W   R     S  
and services.

¬ The   O    O     might attack by surprise  
at any time.

¬ In summer, thousands of M     U I        
plagued the inhabitants.

¬ Every    T    , there was a risk of famine.

¬ Winters were more harsh,      and 

      than in France.

¬ There could be up to three metres of      on the 
ground, which could make getting around very hard.

¬ There was also the threat of D    A     .

A E H R T

A E G H I N T

E M N O R S U U

E I M O O Q S S U T

I I O O Q R S U

E K O R R S W

A D E E I S S

E I N R T W

N O S W

C D O L

G L N O

H A T I N

N U M O U

O  K E R

I R Q U I S

O S Q  T O E S

W I N E R

C O L D

L O N G

S N O W

I S E S E
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...
How did the Montréalistes overcome the human and environmental  
challenges and survive?
Check all the answers you think are correct.

 Wage war against all Indigenous nations.

 Study the area to find the best site for 
the colony.

 Learn about the local resources: furs, wood, 
fish, fertile land, etc.

 Build living spaces and services. 

 Learn how to hunt, fish, farm the land, 
and raise animals.

 Make their own tools and other items 
for everyday use.

 Use tractors and cranes.

 Exploit resources to generate income.

 Trade to acquire other goods.

 Return to France.

 Adopt Indigenous modes of transportation: 
snowshoes, canoes, sleds for transporting 
items over the snow.

 Adopt certain Indigenous clothing for winter, 
such as mittens and moccasins.

 Make friends with British soldiers.

 Start families and take in new recruits.

 Make a pact with the Chinese.

 Motivation, strength,  
and solidarity.

Did you know 
that in the time 
of New France, 

“Canadien” referred 
to French colonists?


